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Ingber: “I will never forget”



























Stay tuned for the second half  of  
this narrative, where directors and con-
tributors of  the exhibit will discuss its 
impact and journey across the globe.









SAC, SGA make $20,000 request
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Wellness Week Schedule
Oct. 2 Oct. 4 Oct. 5 Oct. 6 Oct. 10
Caring for our Whole 
Person: An Invitation 
for Rejuvenation and 
Resilience featuring 
Sian Cotton, PhD and 
John Sacco, MD
2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
413 CLC and Kennedy 
Auditorum
Yoga on the Yard: 
A Lesson in Mental 
Wellness 
2 p.m. 
North Yard by Husman 
Stage
Common Ground fea-
turing Rev. Dr. Moni-
ca Coleman 
8 p.m. 
GSC Clock Tower Lounge
6th Annual Xavier 
University Health and 
Wellness Fair 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Xavier Yard and GSC 
Alpaca My Bags: Send 
Depression Packing!
3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Xavier Yard




CFJ Community Night 




Snowball Fight and 
Snow Cone Stress 
Buster
12 p.m. - 2 p.m. 
Outside GSC Yard




Various Wellness Week events are sponsored by the 
following: Warrior Run, the Hatton Foundation, 
Xavier University Public Relations Student Society 
of  America, CFJ, Xavier Student Health Leaders, 
S.W.A.G., the clinical mental health counseling pro-
gram and the McGrath Health and Wellness Center.
For any questions regarding Wellness Week, 
consult the Xavier Univeristy Eigel Center 
(xavier.edu/eigelcenter).
Barbie dolls have been un-
der scrutiny for a long time for 
what some critics say is an un-
realistic presentation of  beauty 
and anatomy for young girls. In 
2014, graphic designer and art-
ist Nickolay Lamm used 19-year-
old female Americans’ average 
proportions from the Center for 
Disease Control (CDC) to create 
a side-by- side picture comparison 
between an average woman and 
Barbie. 
how distorted fashion dolls are 
in relation to typical human body 
propositions, and this got me 
thinking what if  fashion dolls 
were simply made off  of  stan-
dard female body measurements,” 
Lamm said. 
After Lamm published the 
comparison, he received broad 
support from several news out-
lets as well as celebrity actress and 
musician Demi Lovato. Lamm 
claims that he received thousands 
of  messages from parents ask-
ing where they could get dolls 
that looked like his realistic photo 
comparison. 
In March 2014, 13,612 back-
ers launched a crowdsourcing 
campaign and ordered 19,000 of  
Lamm’s dolls. By November the 
dolls had been manufactured and 
shipped across the U.S. Although 
is “Lammily,” many commenta-
tors simply called it “Real Barbie.”
“New trends in toy sales serve 
want natural, realistic beauty — rath-
er than unattainable ideals. Barbie, 
who has seen her share of  criticism 
for being an anatomically impossible 
mutant, is losing her clout among 
girls and their parents. As people 
stopped buying Barbies, they crowd-
Realistic Barbie alternative gets her period
Photo courtesy of womenshealthmag.com
The Lammily doll, dubbed “real Barbie,” represents the average 19-year-old American female’s body proportions.
funded an alternative to the tune of  
$500,000,” Laura Stampler, reporter 
at Time magazine, writes.
This year Lammily took its 
realistic-sized doll to a new level 
of  reality by creating a $10 ad-
dition to the original doll called 
“Period Party.” The pack in-
cludes an educational pamphlet, 
Lammily doll, 18 reusable col-
ored pads/liners, stickers and 
a calendar with dot stickers for 
tracking menstruation. Although 
the kit does not actually add any 
of  the physiological by products 
of  menstruation, Lammily says 
their main goal is to give parents 
and children another tool to talk 
about an inevitable taboo. The 
company released a video on 
Youtube called “Da Period Talk” 
to highlight the awkward and 
ineffective communication that 
parents often attempt with their 
pre-pubescent adolescents about 
their formative changes. 
“When you look at the cur-
rent fashion doll market you see it 
dominated by divas, princesses and 
mermaids. You also see a lot of  
different careers, which these dolls 
promote, and I applaud them for 
that. However, what about the real 
steps you must take to achieve your 
dreams? I believe that one of  the 
own path, something that is your 
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The Division of  Student 
Affairs recently began reorga-
nizing wellness-related services 
under broader categories in 
spring 2015, and the depart-
ment plans to expand its ser-
vices throughout the academic 
year.
The subdivisions of  the 
Student Wellness Model now 
include departments such 
as Student Integrity, Health 
Services, Counseling Services 
and Psychological Services. 
The services offered will not 
be affected by this process, but 
additional funding has made 
it possible to hire new medi-
cal and counseling staff, a care 
management coordinator and 
an administrative assistant for 
Student Integrity, who will as-
sist in improving the responses 
to student behavioral and men-
tal health needs.
“We’ve merged and added a 
couple of  positions to help us do 
a little more to support student 
-
rector of  Student Integrity and 
dean of  students, said. 
The word “well-being” is a 
broad term. It includes intercon-
nected personal qualities such as 
emotional wellness and behavioral 
As expected, these qualities can 
produce an effect on students’ 
overall and day-to-day perfor-
mance, especially as learners in the 
classroom and active members in 
the Xavier community. 
“Our department wants to see 
students succeed and leave the 
university as men and women 
Xavier Newswire
Edited by: Lydia Rogers
       rogersl2@xavier.edu
Upcoming SAC 
Events
Muskies After Dark 
Friday, Oct. 2
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Gallagher Student Center
Trip to Cedar Point*
Saturday, Oct. 3
8 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Buses will begin loading students at 8 
a.m. around Buenger Circle
Katie Wirsing spoken word
Monday, Oct. 5




6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Gallagher 214
Compiled by Raymond Humienny
have to start with themselves by 
building the proper tools and 
strategies needed for balancing 
The missing component to 
the wellness department is stu-
dent- led work, according to 
Similar to the national trends, 
administrators within the Xavier 
campus have noticed an increase 
in requests for clubs and orga-
nizations that support mental 
health issues. This has gener-
ated engagement and advocacy 
through organizations such as 
the Xavier Student Wellness 
Advocacy Group and Xavier 
Students Against Destructive 
Decisions Every Day. 
Throughout the upcoming 
she and other staff  members of  
Student Affairs hope to incor-
porate these passionate minds 
into the growth and development 
of  cura personalis, or the care for the 
whole person, approach to campus 
health.
For anyone interested in pro-
moting the Xavier Wellness Model 
and advocating new programs, 
xavier.edu).
Photo courtesy of xavier.edu
Student Wellness 
revamps services
It’s that time of  year again, 
-
Xavier’s McGrath Health and 
Sept. 30. 
are recommended for anyone 
who has health problems such as 
diabetes, asthma or heart disease. 
Anyone who is considered healthy 
with the student’s bursar account 
and a statement will be given to 
“Students with certain health 
problems such as asthma or preg-
soon as possible,” associate di-
rector of  Health Services Mary 
Rosenfeldt said. 
at the Health Center, and Oct. 5 
student-led Health and Wellness 
Fair. To access the clinics, stu-
dents can go to McGrath’s web-
site or call the center to make an 
appointment. 
disease that spreads around the 
U.S. every winter, usually between 
come on suddenly and may last 
several days. They can include any 
combination of  the following: 
fever/chills, sore throat, muscle 
aches, fatigue, cough, headache 
and runny or stuffy nose. 
“Flu vaccination is the single 
most effective way to protect you 
“While there are many different 
-
cine is designed to protect against 
suggests will cause the most illness 
to others up to six feet away. The 
virus is spread mainly by droplets 
sneeze or talk. These droplets can 
land in the mouths or noses of  
people who are nearby or possibly 
be inhaled into the lungs. A per-
-
ing their own mouth or nose.
“People should begin get-
vaccine becomes available, ide-
ally by October, to ensure that as 
many people as possible are pro-
Rosenfeldt said. 
Students should stay away from 
sick people, stay home if  sick and 
wash their hands often with soap 
and water. Frequently touched 
surfaces should also be cleaned 
and disinfected in their homes, 
work environments and class-
rooms during this time of  year. 
“Flu seasons are unpredictable 
and can be severe. Over a period 
deaths in the United States range 
from a low of  about 3,000 to a 
high of  about 49,000 people,” 
Rosenfeldt said. 
For more information on the 
can contact the McGrath Health 
Center at 513-745-3023 or view 
their web page at www.xavier.
edu/health-wellness. 
*Limited ticket event. More information online.




In the wake of  the scandal that 
caused Martin Winterkorn, former 
Volkswagen Group CEO, to step 
down, more questions than an-
swers loom over the world’s top 
selling automaker and world auto 
markets. 
U.S. regulators revealed early 
last week that Volkswagen had 
rigged its diesel model cars to sig-
tested, while road models gave 
off  emissions well above legal 
limits. As expected, Volkswagen’s 
stock  (VLKAY) took a major hit 
in the immediate aftermath of  the 
company admitting to the allega-
tions made by the Environmental 
Protection Agency.
 There was some hope that 
the scandal could be stymied with 
the naming of  Winterkorn’s suc-
cessor, Porsche CEO Matthias 
Müller. Porsche, a subsidiary of  
Volkswagen, is not yet implicated 
in the scandal, although there are 
some worries among industry ex-
perts that Volkswagen may not be 
alone in its misdeeds and that sim-
ilar revelations about other auto-
makers could be brought to light.
This fear has been a catalyst 
in the fairly steady decline of  
Volkswagen stock. The appoint-
ment of  Müller held investors in 
a short-lived state of  stability as 
major world markets closed at 
the end of  last week. However, if  
weekend exchanges are any indi-
cation, the price of  stock in the 
78-year-old company may con-
tinue to decline.
It is expected that more execu-
tives from the German automaker 
will be ousted as a consequence. 
As Volkswagen conducts inter-
nal investigations and deals with 
which could total more than $18 
billion in the U.S. alone, the com-
pany’s long-term future could de-
pend on how the scandal is han-
dled publicly. 
It is still unclear how Müller plans 
to regain the trust of  consumers. 
“My most urgent task is to win 
back trust for the Volkswagen 
Group — by leaving no stone un-
turned and with maximum trans-
parency, as well as drawing the 
right conclusions from the current 
situation,” Mueller said in a Friday 
press release. 
“I think that’s a pretty good 
BY MICAH PRICE
A job well done
Sept. 25, 12:19 p.m. – 
Xavier Police and Cincinnati 
Fire and Rescue responded for 
The alarm was set off  by staff  
cooking steaks.
Sept. 21, 8:09 a.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Cincinnati Police 
with a two car accident at Dana 
Ave. and Woodburn Ave.
Sept. 21, 12:23 p.m. – 
Xavier Police detained a sus-
pect in the 3800 block of  
Ivanhoe Ave. The suspect was 
wanted for a theft that oc-
curred at the Family Dollar in 
the Norwood Plaza. He or she 
was turned over to Norwood 
Police. 
Sept. 21, 1:00 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Cincinnati Police 
with a two car accident at Dana 
Ave. and Woodburn Ave.
Sept. 21, 2:43 p.m. – A stu-
dent reported the theft of  his 
or her bicycle from the rack in 
front of  the Conaton Learning 
Commons.
Sept. 21, 4:43 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Residence 
amount of  marijuana from resi-
dents in Brockman Hall.
Sept. 23, 5:41 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Residence Life 
with a room search in the Village. 
Marijuana and drug paraphernalia 
Sept. 23, 6:38 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Residence Life 
-
juana from an apartment in the 
Village.
Sept. 24, 2:30 p.m. – A subject 
who attempted to shoplift in the 
All for One Shop was detained and 
issued a criminal trespass warning.
Sept. 24, 2:44 p.m. – Xavier 
-
cated marijuana from residents in 
Kuhlman Hall.
Sept. 24, 5:12 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Norwood with 
the search for a suspect wanted 
in the robbery of  the Family 
Dollar in the Norwood Plaza. 
The suspect was not located 
during the search. 
Sept. 25, 11:27 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Norwood Police 
with a student in the 1900 block 
of  Hudson Ave. The student was 
arrested after a brief  foot pur-
suit and cited by Norwood Police 
for disorderly conduct while 
intoxicated.
BY JAMES NEYER
statement,” Leslie Rasmussen, as-
sociate professor of  communica-
tion arts at Xavier, said. “The state-
ment is vague, but at this point they 
might not know what they’re going 
to do or how to do it.” 
-
dence that the auto titan, which 
has until now garnered a strong 
reputation, could recover with the 
right steps. 
“Their biggest problem here is 
that they were not being transpar-
ent. There is really no room for 
error when it comes to transpar-
ency,” Rasmussen said. 
As for the speed with which the 
company responded, Rasmussen 
is concerned that it took as long as 
it did for statements like Müller’s 
to be issued. 
Only time will tell if  
Volkswagen can get up to speed.
Photo courtesy of ktla.com
Speaker of the House John Boehner announced that he would resign as 
Speaker and from Congress at the end of October as a result of caucus chaos.
Matthias Müller, former Porsche CEO, took over as head of Volkswagen 
after a recent scandal forced Martin Winterkorn to resign from his position. 
Photo courtesy of dispatchtimes.com
Graduating this year or next?  
Not sure about your future plans? 
Consider the Master of Science 
in Nursing MIDAS program 
for individuals with a bachelor’s degree in anoth-
Information sessions are October 27 
- Paid Advertisement -
Boehner resigns after 
meeting with Pope 
Speaker John Boehner an-
nounced his resignation from 
congress at a news conference in 
the Capitol on Sept. 25. 
-
sition at the end of  October. 
Boehner has been speaker since 
2011 and in congress since 1991. 
This decision came after 
Boehner had a private meet-
ing with Pope Francis the night 
before.
While complaints have been 
raised by fellow Republicans in re-
gard to Boehner wishing to avert 
a government shutdown, the deci-
sion came as a shock to many. 
When he made the decision to 
resign, Boehner did not consult 
many. 
“So before I went to sleep 
last night, I told my wife, I said, 
‘You know, I might just make 
an announcement tomorrow,’” 
Boehner said. “This morning I 
woke up, said my prayers, as I al-
ways do, and thought, ‘This is the 
day I am going to do this.’”
time a speaker of  the house has 
stepped down voluntarily, since 
Thomas O’Neill Jr. in 1986. 
The leading candidate to re-
place Boehner is Representative 
Kevin McCarthy, R-Cal, as the 
more conservative members of  
the party favor him. 
Representative Paul Ryan, 
R-Wis, who many Republicans 
preferred for the job, has said that 
he does not wish to take over as 
speaker. 
President Obama was surprised 
by the announcement, he said. 
Though he and many oth-
er Democrats disagreed with 
Boehner on many political issues, 
Obama respected the way that 
Boehner presented himself.
“(Boehner) always conducted 
himself  with civility and courtesy 
with me” Obama said.
Boehner graduated from 
speaker from Ohio since 1931. 




Edited by: Jessica Griggs
griggsj1@xavier.edu
“Mars is not the dry, arid planet 
that we thought of  in the past,” 
Jim Green, NASA’s director of  
planetary science, said to The 
Guardian. “Liquid water has been 
found on Mars.” 
Top NASA scientists con-
found on Mars at a press confer-
ence on Sept. 28. 
During the summer months on 
Mars the water runs down can-
yons and crater walls, leaving long 
dark trails that can sometimes be 
hundreds of  meters in length. 
These trails then dry up during 
the autumn months as surface 
temperatures drop. 
This evidence brings up ques-
tions about the possibility of  life 
on Mars. 
been of  utmost importance be-
cause it is the best place to look 
for life. 
In an Ask Me Anything (AMA) 
thread on Reddit, the deputy proj-
ect scientist, Leslie K. Tamppari, 
said that it is possible. 
“We know of  forms of  life that 
hibernate during dry seasons on 
Earth. The water that we’re seeing 
within the RSL (the seasonal dark 
streaks that we’re seeing on slopes 
on Mars) is salty. Salty water could 
be harmful to life,” Tamppari said.
The salt water on Mars is quite 
different from the oceans and 
seas on Earth. The salts detected 
in the water at the moment are 
magnesium or sodium perchlo-
rate. These types are much less 
hospitable but are the reason that 
the water is able to remain liquid 
at much lower temperature. 
“Liquid water, even if  very 
salty, is still a good place to look 
for life forms,” Rich Zurek, chief  
scientist of  NASA said in the 
AMA thread. “Water in any form 
is a resource that future missions 
could exploit,” he said.
“We don’t know where the wa-
ter in these hydrated salts come 
from. That is the next mystery to 
solve,” Tamppari said.  
The briny water could come 
from various sources. Possible 
explanations given by Tamppari 
are the salts soaking up moisture 
from the atmosphere or the wa-
ter coming up from under the 
subsurface.
Scientists are not able to get a 
physical example of  the water to 
is that Curiosity, the Mars rover, 
Flowing water found on Mars
BY JAMES NEYER
Staff  Writer
Pope Francis visits U.S., speaks to Congress
BY REGINA WRIGHT
Staff  Writer
While in the U.S., Pope Francis visited Washington, D.C., New York City and Philadelphia. 
After arriving in the United 
States on Sept. 23, Pope Francis 
began his trip to America with a 
welcoming ceremony at the White 
House. 
In the afternoon, Pope Francis 
held the Mass of  Canonization of  
Junípero Serra at the Basilica of  
the National Shrine of  Immaculate 
Conception in Washington, D.C.
Junípero Serra was a Spanish 
Franciscan friar who aided in 
colonizing California in the late 
1700s and converted thousands of  
Native Americans to Catholicism. 
to be canonized in the U.S. 
On Thursday, Pope Francis 
addressed a joint session of  
the U.S. Congress about many 
issues including new forms of  
slavery, climate change, social 
justice, the death penalty and 
arms trading. 
Pope Francis started his speech 
with honoring Abraham Lincoln, 
Martin Luther King, Dorothy Day 
and Thomas Merton. 
“They shaped fundamental 
values which will endure forever 
in the spirit of  the American peo-
ple,” Pope Francis said. “A people 
with this spirit can live through 
many crises, tensions and con-
-
sources to move forward, and to 
do so with dignity.”
Pope Francis spoke about im-
migration and encouraged people 
to take in families from Syria, 
the  source of  the largest immi-
gration crisis since World War II, 
and urged listeners to respect all 
immigrants. 
“In recent centuries, millions 
of  people came to this land to 
pursue their dream of  building a 
future in freedom. We, the people 
of  this continent, are not fearful 
of  foreigners, because most of  us 
were once foreigners.”
Pope Francis advocated for 
global abolition of  the death pen-
alty by reemphasizing The Golden 
Rule, treat others how you would 











“The Golden Rule also re-
minds us of  our responsibility to 
protect and defend human life at 
every stage of  its development … 
I am convinced that this way is 
the best, since every life is sacred, 
every human person is endowed 
with an inalienable dignity, and 
rehabilitation of  those convicted 
of  crimes.”
He also spoke about climate 
change and the duty that lies 
on every country to contrib-
ute to changing many aspects 
of  their behavior that affect the 
environment. 
“We need a conversation which 
includes everyone, since the envi-
ronmental challenge we are un-
dergoing, and its human roots, 
concern and affect us all,” Pope 
Francis said.
Pope Francis also called for a 
confrontation of  problems like 
the arms trade and the disadvan-
taged youth. 
After his address to Congress, 
Pope Francis declined dinner with 
the politicians and instead opted 
to eat with members of  the home-
less community.
During his journey to the U.S. 
Pope Francis also held mass at 
St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New 
York City, addressed the United 
Nations General Assembly and 
visited Philadelphia. 
Pope Francis left the U.S. for 
Rome on Sunday night. 
was not sterilized to the necessary 
degree, meaning that it could have 
potential microbes that could 
contaminate such an environment 
with terrestrial life. In addition to 
occur are too steep for present 
rovers to reach. 
“Presently, NASA is looking 
into the possibility of  sending 
humans to the vicinity of  Mars in 
the early 2030s. In this scenario, 
the earliest humans to the surface 
would be in the late 2030s,” Zurek 
said. 
NASA has previously found evidence of ancient streams on Mars, pictured, and now believes the planet to have water currently.




Xavier soccer splits conference openers
BY BRENT RAINES
Sports Editor
The men’s and women’s soc-
cer teams kicked off  conference 
play last weekend, as the teams 
split their opening games against 
DePaul.
Men’s soccer was victori-
ous, with senior forward Calum 
Latham’s golden goal breaking 
a scoreless 105 minutes of  play. 
The women’s team was less suc-
cessful, falling 4-0 to the defend-
ing conference champions. 
Both games kicked off  at 2 
p.m. Sept. 26, with the men’s 
game taking place in Chicago and 
the women’s at the Xavier Soccer 
Complex.
Despite the scoreless regula-
tion period and extra time, the 
men’s game had plenty of  action. 
Blue Demons (1-7, 0-1 Big East), 
winning that battle 13-8. Six of  
Xavier’s shots were on target, 
whereas only four of  DePaul’s re-
quired a save. 
Sophomore defender Corey 
Brown picked up a yellow card in 
the 67th minute, the Musketeers’ 
seventh of  the season.  
Each team squandered a po-
period of  overtime, as redshirt 
had his shot saved by DePaul se-
nior keeper and Cincinnati native 
Photo courtesy of dallasnews.com
When 22-year-old Jordan 
Spieth made par on the 18th hole 
at East Lake Golf  Club to win 
both the Tour Championship and 
the FedEx Cup, golf  fans around 
the world rejoiced at one of  the 
greatest seasons in modern golf  
history. 
Along with an $11.5 mil-
lion payout for winning this past 
Sunday, Spieth climbs back to be-
ing the No. 1 player in the world, 
will likely win the PGA Tour’s 
player of  the year and caps off  
the most lucrative on-course year 
in golf  history with over $22 mil-
lion in on-course winnings. 
As early as 2011, when he be-
came the only golfer in history 
to win two U.S. Junior Amateur 
Championships, golf  fans knew 
that Spieth was going to be some-
thing special. 
He turned pro in 2012 and 
2013 John Deere Classic, before 
he turned 20 years old. In his 
where almost all players struggle 
to read greens and understand the 
Opinion: Spieth’s stellar year is great for golf
bounces of  the famous Augusta 
second place to two-time cham-
pion Bubba Watson. 
Even with all this, nobody 
could predict what we would see 
from Spieth in 2015.
It started at Augusta in April, 
where an opening round eight-
under-par score of  64 gave him 
the lead. 
He never gave it up, at one 
point setting a Masters scoring 
record and becoming the second-
youngest player to ever win the 
tournament. 
steady play and some help from 
others he gained his second major 
of  the year and became only the 
sixth player in history to win both 
His stellar season wrapped up 
at the Tour Championship, where 
a win would net him the season-
long FedEx Cup and the $10 mil-
lion prize. 
Throughout the week, Spieth 
couldn’t miss with his putter, the 
club that led him through his in-
credible season and pushed him 
to a four-shot victory. 
“It’s the greatest season I’ve 
ever had, obviously,” Spieth said. 
“But it’s one where I believe we 
took our game on-course and off-
course to a level that I didn’t think 
would be possible at different 
times in my life.”





With players like Spieth, Rory 
Mcilroy, Jason Day, Rickie Fowler, 
Dustin Johnson, Watson and 
Justin Rose, the future of  golf  is 
bright. 
Mack Robinson. 
Xavier redshirt senior goalie 
Dallas Jaye kept the game going 
with a save in the 100th minute 
sophomore forward Phillipp 
Koenigstein. 
Latham’s golden goal came 
shortly after, off  of  an assist from 
It was Latham’s fourth career goal 
and his second of  the season. 
While the men won a hard-
Newswire photo by Adam Spegele
fought battle at DePaul (7-2-2, 
1-0 Big East), the women’s team 
struggled through a home game 
against the Blue Demons. 
The Musketeers were out-shot 
27-3 by the visitors, as only one of  
Xavier’s attempts was on goal. 
Freshman forward Franny 
Cerny registered two goals for the 
Blue Demons, with senior for-
ward Elise Wyatt and sophomore 
reserve forward Jessie Schmidt 
each adding another. The 44th- 
Newswire photo by Thomas vonAhlefeld
minute goal was Wyatt’s sev-
enth of  the season, good for 
third place among the Big East 
leaders. Sophomore forward 
Kenadie Carlson was the only 
Musketeer with a shot-on-goal.
The men’s team returns for 
a two-game home-stand start-
Georgetown. 
The women will follow suite, 
and face the Hoyas at 1 p.m. the 
following afternoon.
Photo courtesy of foxsports.com






Volleyball team starts Big East play strong
BY KYLE TOOLEY
Guest Writer
Xavier celebrates its nail-biting victory over St. John’s. Xavier is the only Big East team that is 3-0 in conference play.
BY DAVID WOELTZ
Staff  Writer
Opinion: like them or not, it is time 
Photo courtesy of grantland.com
Tight end Rob Gronkowski (87) and Brady (12) are important cogs of the Patriots machine.
Tennis serves up wins
BY PAUL FRITSCHNER
Guest Writer
Newswire photo by Thomas vonAhlefeld
Bessler, from Hebron, Kent., was academic all-conference two seasons ago.
Newswire photo by Thomas vonAhlefeld
to appreciate the Patriots’ greatness
with mixed reactions. While some people disliked 
him, there was not as much hate for him as there is 
today. Many grew to hate him in the last couple of  
years due to various issues. Every bad change that the 
government brought about had a face. A face that is 
easy to hate, as you watch it eat a raw onion.
Turnbull, in contrast, was seen as a friendly face 
to the people. As the disdain for Abbott grew, so 
did the love for Turnbull. He seemed wiser, calmer 
and less radical than Abbott. As people looked at 
Turnbull saying how different it would be if  he were 
prime minister. Well, they now have their wish, but 
the question is: How different it will be? 
Turnbull has made some changes with the cabinet, 
of  Defense and Michaelia Cash to the position of  
Minister for Women. This helped bring the women 
of  Australia to peace when the previous Minister for 
Women, Tony Abbott, was removed. With all these 
changes, there are a few questions that remain. 
Will he stay the course and bring about his views that 
he has held for a long time, or will he fold and follow 
the same path as Abbott? With this change in leader-
ship, it will be interesting to see if  the same unpopu-
lar ideas get passed or 
if  Turnbull will turn 
things around.   
  
   
   
   
 James Neyer 
is a staff  writer with the 
Newswire. He is a senior 
Honors Bachlors of  Arts 
major from Cincinnati.
ior in society. If  an individual violates the accepted 
script, the interaction can become uneasy. Thus, 
when the homeless woman yelled at my friend after 
the monetary transaction, the production of  “Young 
Man Donates to Homeless Woman” deviated sharp-
ly off-script. She did not follow her expected sup-
porting role of  thanking the benefactor and allowing 
the curtain to fall on the interaction.   
    Instead, she refused to be typecast as homeless and 
played the part of  a human. This ostensibly minor 
transgression usurped the expected norm, unsettling 
the social instincts of  my friend and consequently 
reaction.
Why do we cast homeless people to play the part 
of  social ornaments instead of  actual people? Why 
are we stunned into disbelief  when they remind us 
of  their humanity and attempt conversation with us? 
Being a good person is in vogue; we fashion values 
of  kindness, generosity and compassion. Charity is 
    The idea of  suffering has become romanticized 
and photoshopped of  blemishes. It is more conve-
nient to donate money to faceless charities than talk 
to survivors of  suffering.          
   It is easier to be charitable within the realm of  
obscurity than to face the very unsettling coun-
tenance of  misery. Often we are guilty of  walking 
past the homeless without even acknowledging their 
presence.        
   We strip them of  their dignity and liken them to 
statues carved from stigma. How can we expect so-
cial progress when we refuse to look suffering in 
the eyes? Basic civility is cheap. Eye contact is free. 
Smiles aren’t taxed. Hoping someone has a good day 
will not bankrupt your ex-
penditures.      
    How can we think of  our-
selves as charitable when we 
give people money but deny 
them of  their humanity?  
    
   
   
Sara Ringenbach is a staff  writer 
at the Newswire. She is a junior 
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Democracy is alive and well throughout the world. 
In America, we are entering the primaries, which will 
decide the Democratic and Republican parties’ choic-
es for president. While this is going on here, our cous-
in across the seas had an interesting week themselves. 
As we slept, Australian Communications Minister 
Malcolm Turnbull challenged Prime Minister Tony 
Abbott for leadership of  the liberal party. After a 55-
44 vote, Turnbull was chosen to be the next Prime 
Minister of  Australia on Sep 14. 
This may not seem like a big deal, but the shock-
ing point is that Turnbull will be the fourth Prime 
Minister of  Australia chosen in the last two and a 
half  years. For Americans, it would seem preposter-
ous to change leaders this often. Once elected, our 
president has his job for the next four years and does 
not have to worry about losing his job. However, 
Australia follows the British style of  federal parlia-
mentary government. This means that instead of  the 
people, elected representatives vote for the leader. 
It is therefore possible that the prime minister can 
get voted out four days before being eligible for his 
pension. 
The most likely reason for the change is that there 
is a federal election next year. The Liberal Party hopes 
that by removing a widely despised prime minister, 
they might still remain popular and maintain repre-
sentatives in the parliament. 
While the change in leadership is interesting, it 
does raise a standard question: Why should we care 
about this? Well, there are two major reasons for it. 
affairs of  foreign governments. This broadens our 
knowledge, and it is one of  the primary duties of  our 
president. 
The second reason is that we soon will experience 
a change in leadership. Abbott was originally met 
The Pope’s recent decision to dine with the home-
less instead of  the American political elite has fa-
thered a massive wave of  popular support. However, 
supporting this decision is easy. Theoretical homeless 
people don’t smack you in the face with the harsh 
realities of  destitution.  They aren’t covered with 
the raw, unsettling smell of  suffering that challenges 
the limits of  altruism. We treat theoretical homeless 
people much better than their real counterparts.
My good friend told me about his extent of  in-
volvement with the homeless. One afternoon in 
Cleveland, a homeless woman asked him for spare 
change.       
   He decided to invest in his karma by giving the 
woman a few dollars and proceeded on his way. As 
he was walking down the street, he heard a loud cry 
behind him shouting, “YOUNG MAN! YOUNG 
MAN!” He turned and saw the homeless woman 
heading toward him, waving her arms for his atten-
tion. Instead, he ran away.
I’ve speculated in vain about why this woman 
called after him. Maybe my friend dropped his wal-
let? Maybe some spare money fell out? Maybe she 
just wanted to thank him? 
He told me, “I don’t know what she wanted, and I 
am content with that.”     
    Though my friend’s intent was to aid someone in 
need, he was more comfortable with the monetary 
interaction than the actual human interaction that 
followed.
I don’t mean to paint my friend as heartless. He’s 
someone who would guide a blind person across the 
street and perform mouth-to-mouth resuscitation on 
anybody no matter the oral hygiene situation. Frankly 
speaking, if  I were in his situation, I probably would 
have responded with a similar degree of  alarm. 
As individuals part of  a larger societal frame-
work, we are conditioned to behave according to cer-
tain expected social “scripts.”        
     Cultural groups often have a collective social script 
that members subscribe to, such as the social aggre-
gate of  the homeless: they situate themselves in the 
backdrop of  society, rest stoically against public in-
frastructure with a cardboard sign and wait for al-
truism to show up.      
   Apart from the occasional babbling, dialogue is 
limited to “Thank you” and “God bless you, baby.” 
Social scripts create a standard of  normative behav-
Democratic musical chairs 
Homeless hungry for humanity
writer of  the aforementioned ar-
ticle. Rather, our goal is to open 
the doors to have a more produc-
tive and fruitful conversation re-
garding the current immigration 
situation.     
     As students at a Jesuit univer-
sity, we must always keep in mind 
the voices of  the vulnerable, and 
in doing so, must grant equal dig-
nity to all persons involved.
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The essence of  an immigrant’s diginity
In response to an article pub-
lished Sept. 23, 2015 concern-
ing immigration and the current 
migrant crises, we feel that a re-
sponse is necessary. In our opin-
ion, this particular article seems 
to undermine the lives of  immi-
grants and their often unfortunate 
circumstances.       
  The result of  this seems to be 
a lack of  consideration for those 
homeland in hopes of  a better life 
somewhere different.
We hold that all lives have 
dignity, regardless of  citizen-
ship, race, religion, creed, etc. and 
we believe that this claim is self  
evident.     
   Because of  this foundation, we 
fails to take into consideration the 
position of  the other.        
   We want to be clear. The lives 
of  our own citizens do matter, 
and we agree that “DEA agents, 
should have a voice in the current 
immigration discussion.  But, giv-
en the principle stated above, so 
should immigrants themselves.
“They are more than numbers. 
we are inherently placing one per-
son’s dignity over another’s.   
    In a way, because these particu-
lar immigrants are coming to us, 
we should not undermine or be-
little their problems.    
       You could shut them out.  You 
could ignore them.  You could 
plug your ears and close your eyes 
and plead ignorance of  the high-
est degree.  But when undocu-
mented immigrants live in our 
neighborhoods, work in our cities 
and attend our university, we can-
not ignore them and their intrinsic 
human dignity.
Article 13 of  the Universal 
Declaration of  Human Rights 
agreed upon by the United 
Nations ( UN) states that “every-
one has a right to leave any coun-
try, including his own, and to re-
anyone leave his own country?  
   Can you imagine how hard it 
is to leave behind your people, 
your culture, your language, your 
home?  And yet people do.  Every 
day people leave the places they 
know the best. Why? In the hopes 
of  something better.  
They are people too.  We all 
agree on this.  And we cannot 
fault people for leaving their own 
country in the hopes of  some-
thing better, a right the U.N. be-
lieves is fundamental to the lives 
of  every human being.  With this 
in mind, we do not think that the 
conversation should start with 
American citizens.                  
   Instead, it should give the im-
migrants a voice equal to our own 
in progressing the immigration 
conversation.
One could easily perceive that 
this conversation is one-sided in 
America: It does not take into ac-
count the dignity of  the human 
person, a human dignity shared by 
immigrants as well.       
Whether it is a conversation 
in the political sphere, between 
friends or in the hallways and 
classrooms here at Xavier, this 
conversation must not be about 
the numbers, but rather the hu-
man.        
  The conversation should be 
about the father who leaves his 
the mother who faces unspeak-
able violence and treks across the 
desert so her children can see bet-
ter lives or the sons and daughters 
who seek lives free of  hatred and 
killings, of  gangs and guns, who 
ultimately and unwillingly give up 
their own heritage in light of  their 
culture falling to pieces.
Our goal is not to chastise the 
There was a time when the 
media was important. Americans 
could turn on the evening news 
and see balanced, straightforward 
reporting from men and women 
for the public. Sadly, the era of  
concentrated reporting is over. 
Following the introduction 
of  24-hour media, the news now 
looks more like a circus than a 
-
cussion. News reports regurgitate 
the issues in stories that are im-
portant to the public. 
Without making people think, 
media outlets use misleading ti-
tactics to make a situation more 
newsworthy than it is. An example 
of  this mediocrity can be found 
whenever someone watches a po-
litical segment. 
Bluntly, Americans are lazy 
citizens. We have spent trillions 
of  dollars on foreign wars, lost 
thousands of  lives and changed 
spread democracy around the 
world. Yet, Americans won’t vote 
People should hear about a 
candidate’s record, how their ex-
perience will aid in their ability to 
govern or how the public must 
act in order to make intended re-
forms a reality. Americans should 
not care about who a candidate 
slept with in college, what illegal 
drug they tried in the 1970s or 
what voters in Iowa think about 
the color of  Hillary Clinton’s pant 
suits. They do not matter at all to 
the issue of  governance. 
In countless instances, media 
but they rarely discuss the good in 
leaders and public institutions.  I 
blame a lazy citizenry for most of  
our country’s ills, but I also blame 
a complacent media for encourag-
of  a 21st century democracy. 
Walter Cronkite was respected 
because he told you the news. If  
a person wanted tawdry details 
about a person’s life, they picked 
an individual wished to hear about 
the issues of  the day and properly 
inform themselves, they watched 
the news. 
Not everything in the pub-
lic should be commercialized. 
Discussion about important is-
sues should not be determined by 
ratings and online subscriptions. 
Reporters have an obligation to 
leave the hysteria to reality shows 
and inform the public about the 
things they need to hear and do 
not want to hear. 
As educated citizens, you have 
no excuse to live a life in igno-
rance. The digital age brings in-
formation, good and bad, directly 
competent adults to distinguish 
credibility from crap, and retain 
information that creates a more 
realistic view of  the world around 
us. 
Sadly, I do not see the me-
dia changing anytime soon. 
Americans are creatures of  habit 
and will not change unless some-
thing bad happens. Until a scan-
dal occurs that causes the media 
to internally reform its habits, we 
for representatives, attend a town 
hall meeting or even speak with 
campaign volunteers at their 
doorstep about civic issues.
It is a shame that stubborn 
attitudes are acceptable with the 
lowering of  political goals, but it 
is partly because media pundits 
encourage the buffoonery. 
The 2016 presidential race will 
not be decided by issues. It will be 
decided by polls and misguided 
rhetoric. Before a candidate can 
even speak on television, stations 
run hundreds of  polls gauging 
how Americans like a person’s 
hair, their tone or a speech a ran-
several news outlets. Instead of  
provoking dialogue on the issues 
that matter, media outlets use 
these tactics as the only way of  
deciding what the public thinks. 
Polls, like the electoral pro-
cess, are unreliable. Media pun-
dits should use their platforms to 
discuss issues that will not fade 
away. A poll is a limited resource 
that guides public thought, but is 
not the only factor in citizens’s 
deciding process. 




in America: It 
does not take 
into account 
the diginity 
of  the human 
person, a human 
diginity shared 
by immigrants as 
well.”
- René  Betance, Brian 
Igel & Jacob Khoury
will continue to hear crap from 
talking ideologues that present 
little substance to existing de-
bates. It is sad that as the nation 
progressed, we lost our sense of  
credibility in the process. 
Walter Cronkite has passed, 
but there are some individuals 
who see reporting as an impor-
Take the time to review the in-
formation that is given to you. 
A rebuttal to arugments said about  immigration’s public perception 
Jacob Khoury, Brian Igel & René 
Betance’s article is a response to last week’s 
op-ed , “Is the grass greener on the other 
side?”       
Jacob Khoury is a senior biology and phi-
losophy double major from Dallas.  
Brian Igel is a senior theology and philoso-
phy double major from Columbus, Ohio. 
from Chihuahua, Mexico.
The modern media is useless
Jonathan S. Hogue is the 
Opinions & Editorials Editor 
with the Newswire. He is a senior 
Philosophy, Politics and the Public 
major from Aurora, Ill. 








Playhouse launches 'High School Alien'
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Final Friday OTR comes to town 
If  you are looking for some-
thing to do on a Friday night that 
is close to campus and afford-
able, check out the Final Friday 
OTR Art Show. This art show 
only takes place once a month, 
anticipate.
In 1991 Jim Verdin of  The 
Verdin Company, the world's old-
est and largest bell and clock man-
BY MEGAN LUX
Staff  Writer
ufacture, bought the Pendleton 
Arts Center and made it into a 
space for local artists. 
Final Friday OTR got its 
origin from the Pendleton Art 
Center and this past Friday it cel-
ebrated its 24th anniversary dur-
ing the event. Over time, Final 
Friday OTR has grown dramati-
cally with many local artists par-
ticipating in the event and selling 
their artwork. The event has ex-
panded into neighborhood gal-
leries and other venues that can 
accommodate art shows. 
Urban Eden is one of  the 
many venues where art lovers can 
roam around and check out work 
from their favorite artists. Urban 
contemporary craft. From pho-
tography, to paintings and pot-
tery Urban Eden is sure to have 
something for every art lover. 
If  visual art is not your cup of  
tea, check out Another Part of  
the Forest. During Final Friday 
OTR they had a sale and all 
CD’s were $2. Another Part of  
the Forest also has vinyl records, 
DVDs, cassettes and books for 
purchase. 
If  you cannot attend Final 
Friday OTR next month, make 
sure you stop by Second Look 
Saturday at the Pendleton Arts 
Center. Second Look Saturday 
provides people with a chance to 
check out art if  they were unavail-
able to do so on Friday. 
Final Friday OTR Art Show will 
take place again on the last Friday 
in October. Most of  the venues 
have free entry and some may also 
provide food and beverages. 
The event generally begins at 
5p.m. and end around midnight. 
Certain venues may have different 
hours of  operation during Final 
Friday OTR, so make sure to 
check out their website for more 
information.
Cincinnati Playhouse in the 
Park launches its 2015-16 "Off  
the Hill" series with the world pre-
miere of  Allyson Currin’s “High 
School Alien.” 
Those ages seven and up are 
welcome to join Maddie as she 
navigates her way through her 
freshman year of  high school. In 
the shows, he decides to reinvent 
herself  in the hopes of  joining the 
popular crowd. 
However, her plans are thrown 
out of  orbit when she meets 
Renata, an alien from outer space 
who enrolls in Maddie’s high 
school. 
“Maddie looks forward to start-
ing over as she transitions into her 
and you see that through the eyes 
of  Maddie and the alien. Both feel 
out of  place and everything feels 
foreign to them,” Bridget Leak, a 
former Playhouse directing intern, 
who also directed last season’s 
touring production of  Theory of  
Mind, said.
The entire “High School 
Alien” cast consists of  members 
of  Playhouse’s 2015-16 Bruce E. 
Coyle Acting Intern Company. 
The performers include Serena 
Ryen as Maddie, Kyle Powell as 
Charlie, Erin Ward as Robyn, 
Lilian Wouters as Renata and 
Law Dunford as Rex. 
Other production team 
members include set designer 
Veronica R. Pullins-Bishop, 
costume designer Melanie 
Mortimore, sound designer Trey 
Tatum and stage manager Tracy 
Hoida. 
“I am thrilled to be directing 
“High School Alien”  because 
it is so relatable for everyone. 
We all want to be liked and to 
in, whether it's middle school or 
middle age,” Leak said. 
 This family-friendly perfor-
mance will debut at 10:30 a.m. 
and 1 p.m on Saturday, Sept. 26 at 
Playhouse, and continue its tour at 
other tristate community venues 
until Oct. 30. 
In addition to “High 
School Alien,” the 2015-16 
“Off  the Hill” season features 
“Antigone”  by John Yearley, 
an inventive, accessible world 
premiere based on the timeless 
Greek legend that explores the 
choice Antigone must make be-
tween the laws of  men and loy-
alty to her family.
 The season closes with “The 
Garden of  Rikki Tikki Tavi,” a 
Rudyard Kipling’s beloved clas-
sic about sharing and coopera-
tion by Y York. 
Tickets for Playhouse in the 
Park productions are available 
For more information about 
Playhouse's education and out-
reach programs, contact the 
education department at 513-
345-2242 or visit www.cincy-
play.com. 
Photo courtesy of comicbook.com
Starting this month Marvel will 
be releasing several new series that 
will entirely change its traditional 
While Marvel has gone in dif-
ferent directions with characters 
in the past, what is typical in these 
instances is a “retcon,” otherwise 
known as a contrived plot device 
used in order to set comic book 
storylines back to their respective 
status quo. As of  late, Marvel has 
been experimenting quite liberally 
with character identities, but rath-
er than moving in the direction of  
a retcon, they are instead moving 
in a more dynamic direction with 
their, “All-New, All-Different” 
campaign. 
The “All-New, All-Different” 
campaign is something the com-
pany has been building to for years 
through different titles, culminat-
ing in to the universe-shattering 
crossover event, “Secret Wars.”  
“Secret Wars”  is the current 
crossover event happening in the 
Marvel comic book storyline, 
in which every universe ever es-
tablished within the mold of  the 
company has been condensed to 
“Battleworld,” a patchwork plan-
domains ruled by a god-like Dr. 
Doom. 
Extremely nerdy exposition 
aside, the point of  “Secret Wars” 
is to organically shift the status 
quo of  Marvel in a fresher, more 
dynamic direction. 
 There are several changes be-
ing made to traditional teams all 
throughout Marvel, most nota-
bly their staple team book, “The 
Avengers.” The “All-New, All-
Different” Avengers team will 
consist of  Thor (Jane Foster), 
Spider-Man (Miles Morales), 
The Vision, Ms. Marvel (Kamala 
Khan), Iron Man (Tony Stark) and 
Captain America (Sam Wilson). 
While many of  the heroes that 
make up the Avengers remain 
the same, many of  their identi-
ties have changed, such as Thor, 
Spider-Man and Captain America. 
Other notable changes include 
new Hulks in Amadeus Cho and 
“future imperfect” Hulk, new 
Wolverines in the female X-23 
and the fan favorite “Old Man 
Logan” incarnation, as well as a 
-
nally move on from his commonly 
overused storylines to be an inter-
national Spider-Man. 
Along with these character 
changes there will also be a wide 
variety of  brand new series, in-
cluding Jason Aaron’s experimen-
tal “Weirdworld” and Marguerite 
Bennett’s entirely female super 
team “A-Force.” 
Be on the lookout for these 
new titles at any local comic book 
shop. 
For any non-comic book read-
ers looking for a jumping on point, 
“All-New, All-Different” is a great 
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London Fashion Week recap
Lana returns to her classic sound in new album
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Paul Costelloe's line at London Fashion Week consists of bright colors and patterns for Spring/Summer 2016. He showcased mostly dresses as well as a few jackets, rompers and skirts.
On Sept. 19, Lana Del Rey re-
leased her highly anticipated fourth 
studio album. “Honeymoon” 
This year’s London Fashion 
Week (LFW) featured 71 de-
signers, including veterans of  
the trade and new designers just 
breaking into the ever-changing 
fashion world. 
With lines ranging from clas-
sic, minimalist fashion to new 
age avant-garde, designers did 
their best to create unique and 
dynamic lines of  beautiful and 
meticulously crafted clothing. 
Designers showed previews for 
their Spring/Summer (SS) ’16 
week. With many designers’ lines 
portraying styles they personally 
feel will be trendy in the spring, a 
majority of  the collections have 
few aspects in common. 
Despite the major differenc-
es between designers and lines, 
there are  a few common trends 
to watch and wear for SS ‘16 from 
the various collections that were 
previewed during LFW.
One of  the trends to watch 
for this spring is print block-
ing. In past years simple color 
blocking has been common and 
consistent at LFW, but this year, 
designers decided to play it up. 
By using bright, bold and, in 
many cases, extremely intricate 
natural-themed fabric, they cre-
ated beautifully blocked gar-
ments, leading to more dynamic 
clothing. 
Another trend seen this year 
at LFW is tying simple black, 
brown or other neutral-colored 
belts around the waist of  models 
emphasize the waist. The color 
pink, in both pastels and neon, 
is also expected to be extremely 
popular in the spring, based on 
the lines shown at LFW. The 
widespread use of  pink could be 
a take on Pantone’s color of  the 
year from 2015, which was a deep 
red/pink called “Marsala.” Off-
the-shoulder blouses and dresses 
were featured in the majority of  
lines as well, highlighting collar-
bones for SS ’16. 
For those who are not afraid 
to take bigger fashion risks and 
follow less popular fashion 
trends, netting, chokers and even 
Victorian era inspired garments 
are all predicted to be in-style 
this coming SS season based on 
the lines shown at LFW. 
As the other fashion weeks 
continue across the globe, it will 
be interesting to see previews 
of  other upcoming SS ’16 col-
lections and what trends and 
styles begin to become common 
among the worlds' most popular 
and up-and-coming designers. 
showcases the hauntingly melodic 
songs expected of  Del Rey, but 
with an even more emotional and 
hazy soundscape on its 14 tracks.
The album follows Del Rey’s 
2014 release, “Ultraviolence,” 
which received tremendous 
critical acclaim and success with 
singles like “West Coast” and 
“Brooklyn Baby” and intro-
duced the Grammy-nominated 
singer to a broader audience. 
After releasing her debut album, 
“Lana Del Rey” on the iTunes 
Store in 2010, Del Rey also 
found success in her popular 
2012 album “Born to Die.” 
Released by Universal Music 
Group Recordings under 
Interscope Records and Polydor 
Records and co-produced by 
Del Rey, with collaboration 
from Rick Nowels and Kieron 
Menzies, the album echoes the 
honey-like and heartbreaking 
sound reminiscent of  Del Rey’s 
earlier work. 
Del Rey began to work on 
“Honeymoon” not long after 
releasing “Ultraviolence,” but 
this album harkens back to her 
classic retro-jazz sound, rather 
-
ity of  her previous album. Del 
Rey relies more on her impres-
sive vocals, and given her usually 
tragic and dreamlike melodies, 
showcases her consistency as an 
artist. 
The entire album combines 
to form a cohesive sound with 
-
gether and demonstrating Del 
Rey’s versatility. Del Rey’s vocals 
deliver, especially on her epony-
mous lead track “Honeymoon.” 
The slow, melancholy-soaked 
ballad is perhaps Del Rey’s most 
emotional and velvety perfor-
mance yet. 
The song, “Music to Watch 
Boys To,” which Del Rey ini-
tially considered to serve as her 
album’s titular track, is an equal-
ly thrilling and passionate com-
bination of  vocal performance 
and honest lyrics. 
Overall, the album is well-
deliberately-paced tracks like 
“Salvatore” and slightly faster, 
but equally pain-ridden songs 
like “High By the Beach” and 
“Art Deco.” 
The lead single of  the album, 
“High By the Beach,” which be-
gins with a more airy and lingering 
verse and then progresses towards 
a catchy, more uptempo chorus, 
is especially deserving of  recog-
nition and captures the entire es-
sence of  “Honeymoon.” 
Del Rey has not yet announced 
plans for another album or a tour.
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WH KANE ISI DAW
While brainstorming an embarrassing story to share with the Newswire readership, I asked my best friend if she had any ideas. The list she responded with ranged from the bowl cut I got in fifth grade to every single one of my relationships. 
Anyway, the summer before sixth grade wasn’t pretty. My hair was short (see bowl cut) and parted down the middle, I didn’t know how to use a straightener and I pretty much spent that whole summer in my basement listening to My Chemical Romance and watching for production updates on the Twilight movie.  I was entering the stage in life that some scientists refer to as pu-berty but adolescents just call “Hell.” 
Starting sixth grade meant leaving elementary school and entering middle school with all of the kids from the other schools. That was scary for my awkward, antisocial self, so when I had to go to the open house to meet my teacher, I was a nervous wreck.I was self-conscious about literally everything as I walked up to the school with my parents, and they were definitely aware. At some point, I snapped at my dad for being embarrassing. I don’t even remember what he originally did, but what followed had a scarring effect. In response to my “’tude,” my dad made a big show of hiking his pants up to his nipples and proceeded to fling his legs out in all directions as he continued on his path to the door. This may be distorted in my memory by my colossal mortification, but literally every single person within a mile radius turned and stared at my dad, which also meant that they stared at me. I don’t think I said another word that night, and ever since then, my parents have used that story to threaten me whenever I regress to that angsty time in my life.  
BY JESSICA GRIGGSCampus News Editor
BY JAMES NEYERCopy Editor
Let me start off by saying that be
fore high school, I was always the 
shy kid of the bunch. 
That’s the honest truth. (I speak he
re to my fellow editors because it m
ay be hard to believe that 
the man literally shouting Hank H
ill impressions at his desk was tim
id as a child.) Looking 
back really makes me happy that I
 met some incredible people who help
ed me become the wacky, 
random guy I am today. When I sta
re up at the many memes that line m
y wall at the Newswire, 
I feel accomplished telling this story
.
I remember feeling a little prepared 
for the transition into high school. 
I’d decided to continue 
playing soccer going in, so I had th
e opportunity to hang out with the t
eam before the school year 
started. Still, I didn’t really approa
ch the upperclassmen. It all felt a bi
t overwhelming. Looking 
across the field at a livid Coach Bow
ers yelling at a sprinting varsity te
am made the post-condi-
tioning Call of Duty seem much m
ore attractive.
As the school year started, I wanted
 to have more of those close friendsh
ips I saw on the team. 
When track and field started, I me
t Darrin Whitehurst, who soon beca
me my weird and wacky 
best friend whom I’ll never forget.
During the spring semester, we had
 a geometry class together. We were
 assigned the dreaded 
video project for our final, but some
thing clicked in me: Darrin and I 
decided to make the fun-
niest video in the class. At first, I f
elt a little apprehensive, but it seem
ed so right. This was the 
perfect opportunity to show the class
 what Ray Humienny could do.
After a number of line segment due
ls resembling Jedi battles, runaway
 polygons chasing stu-
dents and a singing Bill Cosby im
pression reminiscing about quadri
laterals and other shapes 
(remember, this is 2009), the class 
was absolutely astonished by our v
ideo. 
I honestly don’t think anyone at th
e time would’ve believed they’d see m
e on camera singing 
about the geometry of pudding-pops
 while strumming a guitar. Though
 maybe today, my fellow 
editors might find that a very poss
ible sight to see.                                
   
As the youngest in a family of only two children, I endured endless torment from my older brother. From being clotheslined around corners during his WWE phase to being pelted with soccer balls during his FIFA phase, much of this torment took place in the form of physical brutality. However, there was also the psychological component that was utilized when the teasing became monotonous. One particular example began when I mistakenly broke my brother’s Sega Dreamcast and appar-ently was in desperate need of being taken down a peg or two. The following day, my brother approached me and informed me that my parents had regretfully sold me to the neighbors.Dismayed at this new discovery and attempting to hold back tears, I trudged over to the neighbor’s house in an attempt to acclimate myself to my new home. Upon finding that they were not home, I took the liberty of letting myself in the side door and fixing myself a consolation snack in the kitchen. As I sat in this strange kitchen, took in my surroundings and enjoyed my Snack Pack, I heard keys jingling outside of the front door. My new family was finally home. While one would think that welcoming a new child into one’s family would be one of the greatest moments in a parent’s life, my new parents did not treat it as such. As my new mother screamed at the sight of a strange person in her home, my new father dragged me out of the house, and I found myself unceremoniously turned out on the street once again. Mentally planning out my new life as a vagabond, I noticed my ex-mother walking towards me with a concerned look on her face. “Honey, why are you crying?” she inquired. “My parents don’t love me!” I shrieked. 
“Of course we love you!” she said.
“Not you!” 
While there is certain psychological damage that can occur from deceiving a child as to who her true parents are, there is also a certain decorum that must be followed once a Sega Dreamcast is broken. And that decorum was most certainly adhered to in this situation. Now that the tables have been leveled, however, we must only wait for the next indiscretion that I will undoubtedly commit. 
BY HANA PRISCUFeature Editor
When I was a kid, I shared a bedroom with my older brothers Matt and Jay. One night, my parents were out on a date, so some of my other older siblings, Ava, Luke and Mark, were babysitting. Normally, we had a fairly early bedtime, but because they were babysit-ting, we got to stay up really late. It was awe-some! But when we went upstairs, we noticed someone in our room sleeping in our bed. We started freaking out, so we had Mark come up and investigate. He poked the “body” and de-clared, knowingly, that it was the corpse of someone who had died in our bed.We were all incredibly scared, so we went downstairs and tried to get Ava to call the cops. Ava told us, however, that the phone lines were cut, and she could not call anyone. Eventually, our parents came home and found out what had happened. Mark and Luke, us-ing a collection of hangers and laundry, created a fake body in the bed, and Ava pre-tended that the phone did not work. Although Mom and Dad were not happy with what they did, all of us remember it as one of the funnier pranks we pulled on each other.
BY RAYMOND HUMIENNY
Campus News Editor
Griggs and her father give each other bunny ears as they 
share a father-daughter moment.
The Neyer clan lines up for a pricel
ess Christmas stair 
photograph.
